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Once upon a time
in a Universe

a few doors down the block





Robert “Bigs” Johnson stands on the corner of Race and N 17th St, Philadelphia, PA, USA, Western Hemisphere,
Earth, the Boonies, Milky Way, Universe 213,906…397,184 out of infinity (give or take), smoking his sixteenth
menthol of the day. He’s fresh off his first conversation with his ex-wife in 14 months, an eight minute cell call
that began with glad-you’re-okays, then piddled to platitudes and uneasy silence. For a brief moment a bright
orange vending machine for the Philadelphia City Paper catches his attention. Written on the metal in purple
crayon is

WE’RE JUST THE SIDE-EFFECTS
He wonders what the hell that’s about, but it’s the tangerine shimmer of the dispenser that gets in his

head. Bigs, a healthy middle-age alpha male of the swaddling-fresh twenty-first century, turned on the tube this
morning hoping to see the weathergirl with the perky nipples on channel five. Instead he got the same damn
footage playing over and again, an audio-visual production of gravity, thermodynamics and religious fervor.
The color of the box reminds him of the explosions. Today everything reminds him of the explosions.

A substantial percentage of the planet’s population thinks of this particular full  rotation in space as
September 11, 2001. Bigs is wondering what the hell just happened, along with the rest of America.

Unlike most Americans (or homo sapiens in general), Bigs is unaccustomed to this level of confusion.
Officially an operative in the CIA and liaison to the Secret Service, Bigs has served the Council of Overseers the
past fourteen years.  The United States has been the Council’s playground since the nation’s inception; they
count luminaries such as Benjamin Franklin, George Washington and Thomas Jefferson among their founding
members. Or so he’s heard it said. Bigs doesn’t doubt the Council's version of history, different as it is from what
he learned in school, after everything he’s seen and heard—and done, and gotten away with—working for them.
For the past eight months he’s been guarding President Bush, and a few of the Beast’s other identities too.

For decades it’s been pounded into Bigs’ frontal lobe that nothing anyone does in America is beyond the
Council’s influence, and anything big that happens only happens because the Council allows it to happen. He
recognizes the senators,  governors, media moguls and energy tycoons who attend the Council’s assemblies,
served as a security escort of three former Presidents to those meetings before he worked for Bush. Do they tell
him anything? Of course not. Bigs is an initiate, a glorified bodyguard. But he hears anyway. And he never
heard a word about this.

Could they have kept it this quiet? It wouldn’t be the first false-flag operation in the country’s history,
and Bigs doesn’t need to work for the Council to know that. And it’s not like Bigs is at every meeting, especially
not the closed-door audiences of the Overmaster and his selected elite. But what if it wasn’t the Council? Maybe
Russia or China or Korea or who-the-hell-knows-country just declared war on them and this is the first salvo.
Maybe some homegrown whackadoos got lucky and caught the All-Seeing Eye blinking. Those first few days
the question  returns  to  him again  and again,  like  the  chorus  in  a  never-ending jam session  of  doubt  and
paranoia: Who really did it?

Once the new work of the War on Terror begins, the drinking resumes after six years of sobriety, and it
never stops again for long after that, because when it does, the thinking begins anew. Bigs never does know for
sure whether 9/11 was an inside job,  or Osama bin Laden and Al Qaeda really did pull  a fast one on the
Council. After a while it doesn’t matter anymore. The Overmaster soon has his MacGuffin set in sights, and the
Beast, who approached the Council years ago with peace his refrain, finally gets to conduct his great social
experiment in exchange for agreeing to beat the Council’s war drum in public. Bigs keeps his head down and
does his job.

And America changes.
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The cell phone vibe-dances its way off Sindy Cathaway’s headboard and onto her forehead. Her alarm is set for
nine; the screen claims it’s 1:14am, meaning she’d only been out maybe an hour, and she has new mail. Eyes
blurry, skull rattled, she opens an email from fNorDiSbOrG@kallisti.23, subject: THIS IS EMILY OPEN THIS
NOW, and reads,

coming now. Take the battery out if this phone 
pack what you want 2 take

While Sindy tries to take that in, the phone rattles in her fist, and a second email reads,
*of this phone, dyac
get out if bed go go go

Three minutes later, Emily is at the door, thick ringlets of honey hair pulled back in a bun, pupils wide
with panic. She glances left and right down the hall before stepping into Sindy’s apartment. Beneath her fuzzy
purple raincoat she’s dressed as her alter-ego, Dominia,  whose latex corsets and leather thigh-highs would stick
out  in  this  part  of  Seattle,  or  at  least  this  floor  of  the  building.  The  rain  has  ruined  her  makeup;  bronze
eyeshadow runs down both cheeks and black lipstick dribbles to her chin. Sindy surmises it’s either pouring
outside or Emily fell in somebody’s pool again. The raincoat (and this being the Northwest) argues for the latter.

“Hi, Ems. You okay?”
“Are you ready to go?” Even under the raincoat, the latex squeaks whenever Emily moves; when she

paces around the living room it sounds like a clown is making balloon animals. Sindy knows Emily doesn’t
work the dead Tuesday nights, so if she’s dressed as Dominia, that probably means she’s making below-the-
table  cash  tormenting  some  willing-and-loaded  victim.  The  businesswoman  in  Sindy  has  always  admired
Emily’s ability to keep them on the hook, but she’s always worried one of Emily’s boytoys could get violent.

“Why aren’t you packing?” Emily turns the locks on the door and points Sindy to her bedroom. “We’re
leaving.  You  might  never  see  any  of  this  crap  again.  Grab  whatever  you can’t  live  without.”  Sleep  cycle
disrupted, profoundly confused, a sudden rush of inexplicable terror sends Sindy into a laughing fit that ends
when Emily fails to join in. What the hell is going on? If the methheads at work got Emily doing that shit,
Sindy’s going to take a baseball bat to some strippers’ cars. 

But runny clownface aside, Emily looks sober enough when she glares at Sindy and says, “Pack! Now!”
Something about Emily-as-Dominia barking orders sets Sindy laughing again, so Emily rushes to the

bedroom and throws open the closet. Sindy pulls herself together and follows, not quite sure she’s awake. Could
this be a dream? She tries flying to test that hypothesis, but her feet remain on the floor.

In the too-familiar confines of the apartment’s cramped bedroom, Sindy watches Emily toss jeans, tops
and clean underwear into a duffel bag. Sindy’s mouth forms a series of questions, none of which ever quite
become audible, though she gets out “What are—?”  before Emily jabs a finger in her face and says, “Pants.
Jacket. Tennies. Put them on. Now.”

This is extremely confusing and completely out of the ordinary, but someone is cutting through the
chaos with clear, simple directions, so Sindy, like any good American in the same situation, does what she’s told.
“What’s going on?” she asks once her shoes are tied.

“You’re Arthur Dent. I’m Ford Prefect. The Vogons are coming.”
“Was that the movie with the towels?”
“Good thinking.” Emily runs to the bathroom and stuffs Sindy’s sundries into the bag’s last open pocket.

“Do you have any herb?”
“Yeah, where it always is.”
“Bring it. Do you own a gun?” She barely waits for Sindy to shake her head. “Didn’t you buy some mace



when Creepy Dude was hanging around?”
“In the top drawer of the bedstand.” Sindy points.
“Bring it.” Emily picks up Sindy’s cell and rips out the battery, chucks the phone against the wall so

hard that Sindy hears the screen shatter. “Move.”
“You just killed my phone!”
“If they find us here they’ll kill us. Move.”
Sindy is positive she feels her eyes glaze over in real time. Absent any natural instincts or premeditated

plans for this situation, her only recourse is the zombish shuffling of doing as she’s told. Sindy pockets her
greens and mace, grabs her duffel bag and keys and, after a last glance at the remains of her $300 umbilical cord
to the internet, follows Emily out the apartment building to a factory-fresh 2013 Volkswagen Routan idling in
the front lot.

A stranger’s fingers tap impatiently on the Routan’s steering wheel. One glance at his earthy red skin
gives Sindy, a cisgender middle-class white woman who considers herself a conscientious progressive aware of
her own privilege, a fresh dose of White Guilt.™ White Guilt™ is a communal sense of sin handed down among
many early-twenty-first century Caucasian families. Jewish Guilt™ and Catholic Guilt™ are its senior siblings,
all three Guilts being descended like withered fruits from the same branch of sin-obsessed mysticism. The main
purpose of these Guilts is to make people feel like shit about themselves so they’re more pliable, as Sindy, who
studies this sort of thing, might remember and guard against if she wasn’t already feeling half mad.

“She is a cutie,” says the man in the driver’s seat, who reminds Sindy of a young Chief Joseph in a ten
thousand dollar pinstripe suit. He has that same strong jaw, those same stare-you-down eyes—and, you know,
same ethnicity, but Sindy is a good liberal and pretends she barely noticed that. The driver’s fine raven hair
hangs in braids framing his face, and the little golden apple on his silk tie looks like it could be made of genuine
gold flakes. Is he Emily’s secret boyfriend? Or maybe a client?

“I told you she makes bank,” Emily says and pushes Sindy into one of the spacious back seats. Emily
slides the ergonomically balanced door shut behind herself, and the Routan pulls out of the parking lot and lays
rubber. Their departure is noted by two homeless veterans, four cats, a rat and six pigeons. The man at the
wheel starts them on the fastest route to the freeway.

Oddly, Sindy feels calmer now that she’s in a strange car speeding away from the apartment. Never
mind she’s in a strange man’s car going god knows where in the middle of the night. But it’s Emily, and Sindy
has known Emily long enough to expect occasional weirdness. This isn’t too different from how she met Emily’s
last boyfriend. “Okay, seriously,” says Sindy (though only after fastening her seatbelt), “what the fuck is going
on?”

Emily shrugs. “You have your weed?”
“What?” Sindy takes a Ziploc baggie from her coat pocket. “You realize I’m going to kill you if this is

some kind of prank. I have a paper due in a couple days and—”
“Got a piece?”
“—I still have to finish the tables—No. Really?”
“Hey, AJ, you see my purse?”
Sindy leans in close so only Emily can hear her say, “His name is AJ?” Emily nods. “Is he your secret

boyfriend?” A shake of the head. “Is he one of those guys?”
Emily laughs and takes the piece from AJ, whose eyes remain on the road, all business, like he doesn’t

see her whispering. “I was with a client tonight, that much is true.”
Why hasn’t Emily ever shown her this little glass pipe before? They’ve smoked plenty of weed together.

It’s so cute, bowl a golden apple, shaft a hotdog sans the bun. Okay, on second thought maybe a little phallic...
though isn’t the apple a symbol of femininity and fertility? It’s only when Emily speaks that Sindy realizes how
lost in thought she already is, and without having even hit the damn thing yet. Again she wonders: What the
hell is going on? 

“It’s tradition for the initiate to load the first bowl from her own stash,” Emily says and hands Sindy the
pipe, cutting through Sindy’s tangled mental rigging with more sharp, easy-to-follow instructions. “Let’s get this
ritual moving.”

“If we get pulled over—”
“Sindy, don’t piss off the Indian. Smoke the peace pipe.”
AJ laughs. Sindy gives him another glance, hopes he’s too busy driving to notice her stares. 
“If I smoke a bowl with you, will you tell me what’s going on?”



“Sure.”
Satisfied that’s the best deal she’ll get, Sindy loads and lights. A few passes back and forth later, she’s

beyond regaining her calm; she feels calmer than usual, relaxed and not sure why she was so wound up before.
And she’s thirsty. But she still has no idea what the hell’s going on, and Emily still doesn’t seem in a rush to
explain. “In a few minutes,” she keeps saying after every toke, then she hands the pipe back to Sindy again.
Sindy’s resolved to refuse another hit until Emily gives her some answers, but before she can say as much, Emily
picks up a remote from her cupholder. “Time for you to watch the recruitment video.”

“Oh for Christ’s sake,” says Sindy, feeling her will deflate. Whatever game Emily is playing, she’ll have
to see it through. “Do you at least have anything to drink in here?”

“Play,” says the LCD hanging from the ceiling, and bright colors fill the screen.

It’s time for A———nimaniacs!
And we’re zany to the max!

So just sit back and relax
You’ll laugh till you collapse

We’re Anima———niacs!

“Emily? Damn I’m cottonmouthing.”
“Shh.” Emily hands her a Diet Pepsi from a cooler, takes a Crush for herself. “Watch.”
Sindy, like so many children of the baby-boomers, used to spend the parent-free hours after school

watching shows that made media watchdogs howl. For the next two hours, as the Routan leaves the suburbs for
the interstate and the Seattle metro fades behind the trio, Sindy watches clips from shows she'd forgotten since
she learned to drive. Any time Sindy tries to ask Emily what’s going on, her friend simply hands her more
cannabis,  and  Sindy’s  attention  narrows  as  she  picks  up  unfamiliar  nuances  and adult  humor  in  favorite
cartoons  from  her  childhood  that  went  over  her  head in  her  semi-innocence.  Funny,  she  thinks,  how  the
messages in these shows change depending on the person watching them.

The afternoon lineup ends and the screen flickers. A brassy theme plays and a golden apple rolls across
the screen. “Did you know a shadowy conspiracy called the Bavarian Illuminati controls the US government?”
says a sock puppet in a Pickelhelm. “It’s true!”

What follows is like an art deco Wikipedia entry, complete with citations, then a scattering of clips from
shows that might be at home on the local asylum’s public access channel. The music is mid-nineties infomercial,
the kinds of tunes b-list celebrities sell overpriced juicers to, except for the parts scored by Slayer or Meat Loaf.
Not counting the cartoons, the entire production is maybe twenty-five minutes long, though Sindy’s perception
of time is a tad wonky at the moment.
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The  show's  titlecard  reads  “Everything  You Know  Is  Wrong,”  a  feeling  Sindy  can  relate  to  at  the
moment. Once the contestants have been introduced, Sindy meets the show’s host, Hoki Dori, identified on-
screen as “Time Magazine’s ‘Japanese Guy Smilie’” and “Somewhat Racist Caricature.” A glorious neon green
afro rests like a crown atop Hoki Dori’s tan head; a tiger-striped zoot suit with a polka dot collar and a rainbow-
striped bowtie hide the paler portions of his flesh. Hoki Dori pokes fun at the contestants’ general ignorance for
a  moment,  drawing  applause  from  the  unseen  studio  audience,  then  the  voice  of  either  Paul  Reubens  or
someone doing a bang-on impression of him asks:

WHAT WAS THE CAUSE OF THE AMERICAN CIVIL WAR?
A. Slavery
B. Taxes
C. Northern Aggression
D. Southerners
E. A Wide Range of Social and Economic Factors

Emily pauses the video. “Which one was it?”
Sindy blinks, realizing only now that the spell is broken how thoroughly the video had pulled her in.

And god is she stoned.  That probably has something to do with it. “I’m supposed to answer?”
“Yeah. Which do you think is the best answer?”
“I guess...”  It's  difficult  to think. What were the options again? Oh, she realizes,  they're still  on the

screen. Sindy suspects Emily’s been giving her a different strain of weed the last couple bowls. No way is she
this toasted off her own stash. “I guess it would be E?”

Emily smiles and hits the play button, and Bob gives the same answer.
“WRONG!” says Hoki Dori. “The correct answer is:”

THE ILLUMINATI WERE FIGHTING AMONGST THEMSELVES

“Penalty toke,” Emily says and hands Sindy the hotdog pipe. Sindy stares at Emily for a moment, then
obliges her by taking another hit. Next the voice asks:

WHY DID WILSON TAKE THE US INTO WWI?
A. To Defeat Hitler
B. He Had A Lot of Points
C. Secret Alien Technology Buried In The Netherlands
D. Evil Sock Puppet
E. Nazis. Duh.

Sindy is prepared to answer this time, but Emily doesn’t hit the pause button. Instead, Joey answers,
“How about he was an asshole interventionist?”

“WRONG!” says Hoki Dori. “The correct answer is:”

THE ILLUMINATI WERE FIGHTING THE ROSICRUCIANS

“Penalty toke,” AJ says, and Emily grins.
“I didn’t even get to answer that one!” Too stoned to argue further, Sindy takes the pipe and hits it

anyway. At this rate she’ll smoke herself sober again. Emily hits play. The voice of Pee-wee asks:

WHO BOMBED PEARL HARBOR?
A. The Japanese
B. Aliens
C. Al Qaeda
D. Ted Kaczynski
E. The Illuminati Did It To Drum Up Support For WWII

Emily pauses the video and looks to Sindy. “Let me guess: it was the Illuminati.” Emily hits the play
button. The screen displays:



IT WAS THE JAPANESE, STUPID

Hoki Dori points at the camera (and so the viewer) as he laughs, and Sindy flashes back to throwing her
Zapper at the Duck Hunt dog and cracking the screen on her uncle’s TV when she was six.

“I don’t believe you missed that one,” Emily says and hands Sindy a fresh bowl. 
There’s more to the video, but the quiz is where the average person’s brain shuts down on the first

viewing, and Sindy is no exception. When the video ends and Emily asks what Sindy thought, Sindy is near-
catatonic, and Emily has to repeat the question twice to elicit a response.

“Uh.” Sindy rubs her temples. “You lost me when the porn started.”
“You should have seen his first cut.”
“I want a burger.”
“Everyone says that.”
“Huh. So you’re in this ERIS group?”
“Right. I’m a field agent. AJ is one of the founders.”
“Okay.” It’ll take a while for Sindy to get used to the idea that her best friend is a spy for a secret society

of potentially-schizophrenic anarchists, but she’s willing to go with it for now. She can do weird, she’s lived in
Seattle for five years. “So no bullshit, Ems, what the hell is going on?”

“You know your regular who came in drunk the other night?” 
Sindy nods. Emily means “Bigs,” a man in his fifties or sixties, with a body and mannerisms that say he

spent his life as a cop or soldier. Bigs has been paying for her books via lap-dances since last fall semester. He’s
one of several men who visit Sindy on a regular basis at the strip bar where she and Emily work. 

All four years of Sindy’s schooling toward her degree in sociology have been funded by taking her
clothes  off  and  gyrating  nude  in  front  of  strangers.  This  vocation  might  strike  many  a  purityrant  as
unwholesome and demeaning; Sindy, who considers herself a progressive, modern woman, has successfully
argued herself out of seeing it that way. A tomboy in her pre-teenage years, Sindy’s dearest childhood friends
were all boys. She never cared much for tea parties or My Little Pony and would mercilessly assault any boy
who suggested she play April O’Neil (she preferred Donatello). That all ended when she grew a fine pair of c-
cups from naught but ribs and nipples almost overnight. The arrival of breasts transformed Sindy from “one of
the guys” into “a girl,” forever frustrating her attempts at communication with most of the opposite sex. As she
got older, the fall of chestnut hair around her sky-blue eyes and her rosy, full lips compounded the issue. Some
small consolation: if being pretty made the boys obnoxious, she found it also made them pliable. But what she
wouldn’t have given in her teenage years not to have so many lifelong guy friends falling over each other to
confess their undying loves.

After Sindy graduated high school, she said to hell with rural shitholes and moved to Seattle, unofficial
capital of the Pacific Northwest, where, she assumed, she could do something with her life instead of getting
married and fat. Stripping has been an easy way to use the beauty that she’s mostly regretted otherwise to pay
for the schooling she believes will make men take her seriously. She’s been at it long enough without becoming a
whore or a drug addict to think the bald man who stands outside the club with his cardboard sign might not
know what he’s talking about. Besides, she’s in the best shape of her life, and the shoes she gets to wear to work
are amazing.

“Bigs,” Sindy says. “What about him?”
“What did you talk about that night?”
She has to think about it. Bigs loves to talk, which suits Sindy just fine. She hopes to make plenty of

money listening while people yammer on in her future social services career. Besides, you can’t start a lap-dance
in the middle of a song—the song marks how long a dance is, beginning to end, and the managers are strict
about  going  into  overtime.  Pre-dance  small  talk  is  essential  to  her  job,  and it’s  taught  her  to  remain  in  a
conversation without becoming emotionally attached to her client. Call it an internship.

Always polite,  Bigs never discussed religion, politics or the stock market until  the night he came in
smelling like the day after Oktoberfest. “I don’t know. He was complaining about the wars. He said the Dali
Lama was the  deadliest  assassin alive  so Obama was avoiding him.  Something about  Joan of  Arc being a
double-agent,  I  don’t  know.  Oh,  he  kept  talking  about  HAARP.  I  Googled  it.  It’s  a  lab  for  studying  the
atmosphere, but he made it sound like a weapon.”

“We already know about HAARP,” Emily says. “What else?”
“God, I don’t know. WMD, he said they found WMD in Iraq, and he thought it came from the Soviet



Union, through Afghanistan. It was really important to him, trying to pin down how this WMD got to Saddam
Hussein.”

AJ glances back at them just long enough to get Sindy’s attention. “He didn’t say nukes or weapons of
mass destruction, he used the term WMD the whole time?”

“Yeah. I figured it was a habit from his job.”
“Maybe.” But the tone of AJ’s voice says he thinks not.
“So it ditches the Soviets during the Afghan Civil War,” Emily says. “And it winds up with Hussein in

Iraq. Who cares how it happens. But when the Council found Hussein in his spider hole, if he still had it—”
“They’d take it and try to use it because their kind always thinks they can master it.”
Sindy sighs. “What it? Would you two stop being so cryptic?”
“No,” says AJ.
Emily leans back in her seat and pats Sindy’s leg. “Robert Johnson is an Illuminati operative, and he

spends a lot of time around bigwigs we think are on the inner Council. We heard his lips come loose when he
drinks, so we’ve been waiting him out in hopes he’d tell us something good.”

“You’re spying on the guy who always buys dances from me?”
Emily’s face brightens. “I knew you’d understand once we explained it.”
“You call  that an explanation? What’s the it  you’re talking about? Are they going to ship me off to

Guantanamo Bay because Robert Johnson—” Now that she knows his real name, she may as well use it. “—
blabbed to me about a secret weapon?”

“You’re not cleared for that,” AJ says.
“Am I going to be cleared for it before this car stops?” 
Emily  pats  her  hand.  “Sorry.  We  can’t  answer  all  your  questions  until  you’ve  gone  through  the

initiation.”
Initiation? “Why?”
“If you’re not confused it won’t stick.”
“What won’t stick?”
“Your brainwashing,” says AJ.
Sindy’s spine snaps rigid. “Stop this car and let me out right now.”
AJ shakes his head. “Not happening for your own safety.”
Sindy pulls her aerosol mace from her pocket and lunges to spray AJ. She’s too stoned and terrified to

consider what will happen if the man driving the minivan gets a face full of pepper spray. Unfazed, AJ wrestles
the mace away from her with one hand, other hand never moving from the wheel, and Emily pulls Sindy back
into her seat before she can make good on plan B and scratch out AJ’s eyes. “That was excellent, Sindy!” says
Emily. “I didn’t know you had it in you. But please stay in your seat.” She takes Sindy’s hands, forces a smile.
“This isn’t going to be easy on you. If it makes you feel any better, this was partly my fault.”

Sindy returns a glare for the smile. “How’s that?”
“I was supposed to be the one giving Bigs the lap-dances. He screwed up our plans by choosing you

instead.”
They fall into silence for a while, and Emily snoozes, slumped back in her bucket seat without the belt

fastened. Exhausted as she is, Sindy can’t make her brain relax enough to sleep, and she’s not sure she trusts
either of the minivan’s other occupants enough to conk out in their presence. Not that she fears any harm from
Emily, deep down, regardless of the evening’s weirdness. And she supposes AJ can’t do much from his spot
behind  the  wheel.  All  the  same,  Sindy’s  still  awake  when  the  minivan  pulls  into  a  truck  stop/diner/gas
station/convenience store/place for Republican senators to meet up for anonymous gay sex somewhere along
the Washington highway.

“We there?” Emily says with a yawn, and she stretches out her arms. “Go ahead, Sindy. I’m going to
change out of my work clothes.”

Sindy opens the door and steps out of the minivan. Should she run for it? Where the hell is she? AJ
walks up to her before she can decide what to do. He hands her the aerosol mace. “Next time try using this on
someone who means you harm,” he says and heads for the cafe. Sindy sticks the mace back in her pocket, gives
the minivan another glance. Chances are AJ took the keys, and she has no idea how hot-wiring works, so that’s
out. Not that Emily would let her get far. They’ve been friends long enough for Sindy to know that Emily would
wreck her in a fight, especially if Sindy was in the middle of trying to steal a minivan.

AJ is waiting at the cafe door and holds it open for her. It’s the first time Sindy’s gotten a good look at



him. He’s annoyingly handsome, though maybe ten or fifteen years older than her—a young DILF? She suspects
the  brainwashing  is  kicking  in.  “You know,”  he  says  once  she’s  through the  door,  “there’s  nothing  more
American than the truck stop. It’s a uniquely American creation: private capitalists building an industry one cafe
and gasline at a time in out-of-the-way spots, all to enable other private capitalists to conduct industry necessary
to the continuance of modern life in line with strict, arbitrary and highly technical legal documents.”

“Um,” says Sindy, and she follows him to a booth by the back wall.
“The only authority those legal documents have any claim to is that granted in other documents. The job

of deciding what those documents mean, how they’re enforced and what new documents should be written is
fought over by two opposed yet co-dependent groups of the financial elite, most of whom live in New England.”
Sindy hears the bell on the door ring as Emily comes in behind them, now dressed in ratty jeans and an old
sweatshirt. “All of the bureaucracy created as a side-effect of their struggles for dominance trickles down to fuck
the rest of us. That’s the world the white man made.”

And here it is, more of that Guilt she felt earlier crashing down on her shoulders, and despite all her
coursework and participation in multicultural awareness campaigns and voting Democrat in every election she’s
been eligible to participate in, all she can say in her current state of inebriation and exhaustion is, “Oh.” Emily
slides into the booth next to her.  She smiles and pats Sindy’s leg in a way that’s  probably supposed to be
reassuring but mostly makes Sindy wonder what’s coming next, like the doctor giving you a lollipop before he
sticks you with the needle. But somehow that’s enough to give Sindy back some of her courage, and she looks AJ
in the eyes. “Look, I don’t need lectures about how much white people suck right now. You’re the ones who
kidnapped me and—”

“I’m kidding. The xenophobia and racism was my old man’s thing. It’s just fun to see you white kids
squirm.” AJ offers a hand, which Sindy is quick to shake. “Nice to meet you, Sindy. Sorry we had to bring you
into things this way.”

A waitress approaches the table with a platter. She sets down four plates of apple pie a la mode and
takes a seat next to AJ. The waitress is a striking beauty with almond-shaped eyes, Kahlua skin and wavy black
hair braided to her waist. Sindy is unable to ascribe any specific ethnic background to the waitress, and this
makes her even more uncomfortable than AJ’s presence. She wants to talk to Emily about all this, but her best
friend and only link to sanity has a mouth full of pie.

“Nice to see you again, Isana,” the waitress says. “It’s really shit timing, though.”
Emily flinches and stuffs her mouth again. “Isana?” Sindy says, and Emily swallows.
“I don’t use my real name when I’m on an assignment. That would be like using your real name when

you’re dancing.”
“I use my real name at the club.”
“I know. Balls out. That’s one of the reasons I love you, Sindy.” Emily, or the best friend Sindy has

known as “Emily” for almost a year now, clears her throat. “My real name is Isana. You can call me whatever
you want. I’ve had lots of names.”

Unsure of how to respond, Sindy looks around the cafe. A couple truckers are at the counter, and there’s
a gaggle of old birds drinking black coffee a few booths away. AJ notices Sindy’s wandering eyes and lays his
big hand over hers. “It’s good to be a certain degree of paranoid, but they can’t be everywhere. Eat your pie and
relax.” Which isn’t the problem she’s having at all, but, well, men.

“What’s the plan?” says Isana. Sindy is glad to hear someone asking this question but a bit disturbed it’s
Isana who’s doing so. And that’s how Sindy thinks of her in that moment: this is Isana. Whoever her friend was
before tonight, that guise has been discarded just as Emily used to discard Dominia each night when they left
the club, and Sindy might as well let the old moniker fall away as well. Whether Emily or Isana, it’s just like her
to take charge of the situation and try to get things moving. “Do we go to the Party?”

“Manuel’s on his way to pick the two of you up. I’m Betsy,” the waitress says to Sindy, then back to
Isana: “What’s up with the accent?”

“Oh! Scheisse!” Isana says, suddenly speaking in a German accent. “I didn’t efen realize I vas still doing
zat! Monzs of undercofer vork vill do zat to you.”

Sindy bangs her head on the table. “Since when are you German?”
“I vas alvays German. My apologies for hafing deceifed you.”
“So if you can speak perfect English why slip back into the accent?”
“English is a Germanic language. You haf ze accent.”
AJ waves his fork at Betsy. “We’re leaving like we planned as soon as Manuel shows up, but we have a



detour to make. It sounds like the Council has the WMD.”
If Sindy didn’t know better, she might think Betsy is trying to read AJ’s mind by the intensity of the stare

the waitress is giving him. “Are you sure?”
“No, but I know who can tell us, and I intend to spirit him away him before they do.”
They go on discussing important plans, something about 9/11 (“Never forget!” Sindy’s brain belches

up), Truthers, the Tea Party, Occupy, something about Scientology—she can’t follow all of it. Sindy is exhausted,
confused, bewildered, paranoid, terrified, anxious, wired, still somewhat high and a little hungry, so she solves
the only problem she feels she has any control over: she eats her pie.



Special Agent “Freaky” Todd Moody finds the apartment door unlocked. It’s 4:37 am, not the time of night he’d
expect a young woman’s door to be so insecure. Chances are it’s a trap. Never mind that he spent the last hour
casing the building, driving circles round the block, making mental notes of everyone he saw come and go, and
outside the unlocked door everything has been kosher. All his instincts still scream  trap.  S’alright. Todd has
watched his heroes deal with traps and come out on top in countless TV dramas and blockbuster movies. The
likes of Neo, John Connor and Obi-Wan Kenobi taught Todd the best way to handle traps is to spring them.
Todd lets the door creak open.

Ever cautious, Todd runs a pale hand with black-lacquered nails  over the door frame, checking for
boobytraps. Satisfied, he crosses the threshold and pauses so his eyes can adjust to the dim of the living room. In
the shadows of Sindy’s apartment he may look intimidating, but on the street Todd looks more like the kind of
man who hasn’t been laid in a long time and isn’t sure why. His hair might show its first signs of grey if he
didn’t dye it midnight-black every month. Thick black eyeshadow hides the lines beneath his spastic blue-grey
eyes. Despite pushing forty, his wardrobe would allow him to fit in with the teens at any emo concert. An
unfortunate beak of a nose ruins whatever dark and mysterious visage he’s going for, and the trench coat that
dogs his every step has seen too many seasons without a wash. Were the matter brought to his attention, he
might  give  it  a  few  minutes  pondering  before  concluding  the  concerned  party,  probably  an  agent  of  the
Conspiracy, was attempting to separate him from the arsenal he carries in the coat’s pockets, and how did they
know it’s been years since he was laid anyway—are they spying on him?

The apartment is cramped, little more than a living room, kitchenette and stub hall branching off to the
facing bedroom and bathroom. The living room and kitchen are dark, but the doors off the hall glow. Todd darts
behind the futon to hide, black trench coat flowing like a gust-rippled river behind him. Slits are cut in Todd’s
trench coat at strategic spots to give it more wind resistance in case he has to glide from rooftop to rooftop. Thus
far the situation hasn’t arisen, but Todd Moody is prepared for every possible scenario his hopelessly paranoid
mind can concoct. Goddess help his houseplants the day the world’s vegetation rises against mankind and his
spider plant’s  murderous grasping triggers the defoliant  bomb where his  living room smoke detector  once
resided.

Todd’s caution pays off this time; the sound of drawers opening and piles hitting the bedroom floor
mean he’s not  the only visitor.  Was the  apartment’s occupant holding something for Emily Thomas?  Todd
draws his gun and sneaks from the futon to the corner by the bedroom door. He takes a moment to examine a
still-life  of  fruit  framed on the adjacent  wall,  realizes he saw the same print  in a hotel three days ago and
wonders if the coincidence is significant. In Todd Moody’s world, coincidences are almost always significant.
What  if  this  apartment  complex  and  the  hotel  where  he  saw  that  same  painting  are  both  fronts  for  the
Conspiracy, and—

The clatter and thump of another drawer emptying onto the floor pulls Todd back into the here and
now. He pokes his head around the door and spots a walking moon of a woman kicking at a pile of knick-
knacks on the carpet. Her head turns, and too late Todd realizes she’s spotted his shadow on the carpet by her
foot; he was so focused on the still life of fruit that he ignored the lightbulbs glowing over the vanity mirror in
the bathroom across the hall. The woman spins around on boots that look two sizes too small for her cankles,
and Todd throws himself against the wall on his side of the door.

Yeah, okay, so he just fucked up a little. S’alright. Todd does what his idols would do in this situation—
he bursts into the bedroom, badge in one hand, gun in the other, and shouts at her in Klingon, hoping to confuse
her into submission. The woman’s watermelon hips bulge in her Sears pantsuit as she braces herself and fires a
warning shot between Todd’s legs that leaves a six inch rip in his trench coat and probably wakes the whole
building. In retrospect, Todd suspects she won that round of shock and awe.

“Federal agent!” The woman’s barrel rises level with Todd’s eyes.  “Drop your weapon and put your
hands on your head.”

Just as he suspected: an agent of the Conspiracy masquerading as a member of law enforcement. Man is



he tired of this type.  Its seems like every other week some fake cop is trying to book him on made-up charges.
“Federal agent! You drop your weapon.”

“No, you.” Her eyes never move from Todd’s face.
“You.” 
“Drop the goddamn gun.”
“Like I’m going to surrender to one of you.”
By the way she grits her teeth, he just touched a nerve. Well, agents of the Conspiracy never like hearing

what Todd thinks of them. “Do you want me to shoot you?”
“I’m sure that’s what they want.”
“Who the hell are they?”
“You know, them. They’ve been trying to get rid of me for years.”
She sighs. “Who the hell are you?”
So she’s going to play the game after all. “Special Agent Todd Moody, Homeland Security,” he says,

relieved he might not have to shoot her after all. Not that he makes a habit of offing people, but for a minute
there this felt to Todd like it was deviating from the usual script Conspiracy peons follow.

The woman finally seems to take note of the badge in his hand. She settles back into her flat-heeled boots
and pulls a similar badge from her waistcoat pocket. “Special Agent Danica Abigail, Homeland Security.”

They  lower  their  guns  by  mutual-if-silent  agreement,  each  seemingly  satisfied  with  the  other’s
credentials. Not that Todd buys her fake badge; he just wants her gun out of his face. Pretending to trust  the
Conspiracy’s many tendrils is the easiest way to evade their traps. If he can get this Danica to believe she’s
fooled him, he can probably sneak away before she realizes he’s not on her hook. But the fact she beat him
getting inside grinds at him. How does the Conspiracy always stay four steps ahead of him? Could they be
feeding him false intel to lead him into traps again? Probably. Internet messageboards are full of Conspiracy
plants. 

“Are you here for Emily Thomas? She was headed here.” Time for a little give-a-little, get-a-little, while
she’s still unsure of his intentions.

“No, I’m here for Sindy Cathaway. This is her apartment.”
Is that the truth? “Who’s Sindy Cathaway?”
The way the fat rolls in Agent Abigail’s pantsuit suggests she may be smuggling Play-Doh. “College

girl. Works nights as a stripper. I’m investigating her link to a terrorist cell. Who is Emily Thomas?”
Might as well roll the dice and give it to Danica fairly straight. Obviously they know what he’s been

doing. “Stripper, does some other work on the side for a few high-profile clients.  Probably a terrorist. Been
shadowing her for the past week. She left a session with a client earlier than she usually does and came here in a
hurry tonight. Was it a mess before you got here?”

“There were clothes pulled out,” Danica says. “And her phone is dead.”
Who cares about the state of her cell battery? A few pointed questions later and Todd has the shape of

Thomas’ accomplice. Once he’s heard enough, he offers her a bone: “Is her tooth brush missing?” Todd glances
into the bathroom. “It’s gone. I think Emily Thomas and Sindy Cathaway fled together.”

“Shoot.” Danica pulls out her V-Cast. “Hot damn, Agent Moody, we got a live one on the move.”
Todd knows from experience that no good comes from other people using cell phones in his presence; it

tends to end with him getting banned from places for anti-Conspiracy behavior. Also, according to a blog that
hasn't steered Todd wrong yet, the radiation from cell phones causes autism and testicular cancer. And he’s still
sure Danica is a Conspiracy pawn. Using this set of beliefs as justification (you could even argue imperative),
Todd cold-cocks Danica as soon as her back’s turned. He has something for Gold Standard now, and if he sticks
around any longer the Conspiracy could pull the noose tight around him.

Tissues  For  Issues’  cover  of  “Mad World” blasts  Todd when he  fires  his  Escort’s  ignition,  and he
scrambles to turn the volume down from psyche-annihilating to more of an eardrum-rupturing level.  Todd
drives away with a Rockstar in one hand and his car phone (yes, they still make those) in the other. He uses his
knees to change lanes and, being part of law enforcement, doesn’t feel the need to use his signals. The number
he dials isn’t saved in his phone, and he erases the records after making the call. No one ever answers. He hangs
up midway through the sixth ring, the long-standing signal that he needs guidance.

There’s not much to do for the next three hours, so Todd checks back into his hotel room and boots up
his laptop. He visits his usual list of websites for hot tips: Craigslist, Stormfront, Daily Kos, Free Republic, Prison
Planet, 4chan, not to mention a long list of USENET groups forwarded to his email. Todd does all of his web-



surfing through proxies and never uses his ISP email anywhere, but he hasn’t learned to use different passwords
at different sites. He doesn’t necessarily believe any of the conspiracies advanced on the sites he visits; rather, he
views the claims they make as various levels of cover for the real Conspiracy. Todd pieces together the facts of
the Conspiracy based on what isn’t said in the news and who doesn’t say it more than the opposite.

His obsession with the Conspiracy is all-consuming, an heroic defense of the sanctity of his own mind
and liberty. The Conspiracy is always working to undermine Todd, and he never knows which direction they’ll
strike from next. Hard to say how he first blipped on their radar; the way he remembers it, they got to his family
early through one of their field operatives, a vile man posing as a youth psychiatrist, who slandered Todd’s
name. The Conspiracy harrowed him unseen in college, spreading rumors concerning his sexual proclivities and
a Rainbow Brite xylophone. The bastards would even remotely access his computer to insert typos in his term
papers after he’d run the spell check just to ding his GPA and keep him out of the Academy.

But Todd Moody persevered, and he’s been chasing the Conspiracy since his pre-9/11 days in the FBI.
He thought he had them in 1996 during the Atlanta Olympics. The mascot of the games, Izzy, was obviously
patterned after an alien species called the Ischatears. Twisted narcissists at heart, the Conspiracy and their alien
allies are so cocksure they broadcast their intentions to those who know what to look for. The Ischatears used
the  games  to  scout  the  fittest  humans  for  their  beryllium  mines  and  pay-per-view  documentaries/live
dissections. Todd did his best to protect the gold medalists but was expelled from the grounds by Conspiracy
agents when he tried to warn Lisa Fernandez of her coming abduction. Since then he’s been reassigned to DHS,
and the Conspiracy’s attempts to discredit him have only increased in number and severity over the years.

Who are the Conspirators? Todd has suspicions, but all he knows for sure is the Conspiracy controls the
world’s governments through use of alien technology. He can’t exactly prove it—yet—because the Conspiracy’s
total control of all media and law enforcement makes it easy to cover their tracks. The Rants & Raves section on
Craigslist has been a reliable source of anti-Conspiracy intelligence, though lately Todd suspects psi-operatives
have been infiltrating the board. Once in a while a late night infomercial sneaks in veiled nods to the good fight,
and it bolsters Todd’s spirit to remember he has unknown allies out there hawking blenders and buying gold.
But battling the Conspiracy is, for the most part, a lonely obsession.

Gold Standard comes on AOL Instant Messenger just before 8 am. Todd invites him to a video chat and
activates the webcam in his laptop. Gold Standard doesn’t always show when Todd calls him, but when he’s
present, he’s punctual, and he demands they have all their virtual meetings face-to-face. That’s an odd way of
phrasing it, for Todd has never seen his informant’s face. Gold Standard wears a Speedy Gonzalez mask made
sometime in the 70’s and speaks in a bad Darth Vader impression. Todd’s hypothesis places Gold Standard as a
senior member of an agency deeper than the FBI or CIA, something much older and more secretive than DHS.

“Good morning, Agent Moody,” says Gold Standard in his faux-baritone. “What do you have for me
today?”

“The address you gave me belonged to Sindy Cathaway. She worked at the same club.” Yesterday was
day eight following Emily Thomas around Seattle, and that after the prior month hunting for her up and down
the West Coast, but Todd never stepped foot in the club she worked. It wouldn’t do for anyone to see him
around her, even posing as a patron in the market for a dance, and Gold Standard assured him the club was
well-bugged.

“I already knew that. What else?”
Todd frowns. “There was a DHS agent at the apartment looking for Cathaway, named Danica Abigail.

That’s probably an alias. They probably sent her. There wasn’t any sign of Cathaway or Thomas. I’m guessing
they took off together.”

“Abigail? I’ll look into it.” Todd tries to imagine the face behind the Looney Tunes mask and comes up
with a cross between Tommy Lee Jones and Bill Richardson. “Be online in an hour. I’ll have a new assignment
for you then.”

“And let Thomas run off?” Todd's getting tired of this sort of thing. The leads Gold Standard give him
may seem worth their  weight,  but  too often Todd’s  informant calls  him off  the vein before he can get  his
money’s worth.

“Don’t talk time with me!” Gold Standard wags a gnarled finger at Todd. “I’ve been working on this
revolution longer than you’ve been breathing, and I won’t take any guff from some queer wearing nail polish
and a dog collar. Go take a shower and do something about your hair. You look like a hippie.” And the chat
session comes to an end.



The representative from the state of Texas and habitual Presidential candidate whom Todd Moody calls “Gold
Standard” signs out of AIM and plucks the receiver from its base on his well-worn wooden office desk. A few
phone calls confirm most of his suspicions regarding Sindy Cathaway and Danica Abigail—the kooks in ERIS
are playing their hand, just as the book predicted, and the Council’s bureaucracy will go cross-eyed trying to
watch them. Could that mean the rest is true as well? It’s worth sending Agent Moody after the Council’s quarry
to know.

And isn’t it fun to be a step ahead of them for once? His phones are surely monitored by the electronic
ears in the Pentagon’s sub-basements, those long cold halls of blinking silent sentinels, but the power of Ayn
Sedai’s prophecy is on his side. Besides, no one, not even DC’s most paranoid server farms, is paying attention
to him now that the primaries are over and he’s lost what was probably his last chance at the nomination. The
Council’s  Overmaster,  its  Methuselah-in-Chief,  is  at  his  weakest  in  decades,  and the  factions are  using the
recessions, the lay-offs, the wars and now the election as cover to vie for power.

And all for naught. The Council will shit its collective Depends when the coming savior of America—
call him the Dollar Reborn, the Boy Scout Who Lived, the Father of Dollars—fulfills Ayn Sedai’s prophecies and
puts everything back on track. This latest failure to steal the White House from the Beast’s grasp makes it clear
the prophecies fail to describe the representative from Texas, much as he once dreamed they might, but Ron
Paul is determined to see those predictions fulfilled regardless. Someone has to save god’s promised land. And
soon, before the Old One’s negligence destroys them all, and before the Council ceases slipping knives between
each other’s ribs and turns back to stomping on upstarts like himself.

After Danica comes to she pulls herself onto Sindy Cathaway’s twin bed and spends uncountable minutes trying
not to throw up out of pain, disorientation and panic. She curses herself for having been fooled by this Moody
and what must have been a phony badge, wonders that he didn’t kill her or pocket the remains of Cathaway’s
cell phone. The cell goes in an evidence bag before anything else can go wrong. After that she does a thorough
sweep of the apartment, though she doesn’t  turn up anything else promising. Head and pride both aching,
Danica returns to her car so she can call in a report. The sun is just coming up here in the Washington of the
west, but in the capital it’s almost lunch, and her impressive stomach rumbles its expectations while she explains
to a desk jockey why she just took a nap on the clock.

Desk jockey. That was Danica’s life until she lost enough weight to pass the quarterly fitness exam. The
sudden onset of a thyroid problem soon after Danica joined DHS had her chained to a desk the past seven years,
and this case is her first real test as a field agent. No way in hell is she letting Sindy Cathaway slip away. Danica
suspects  Cathaway has been brainwashed into  joining an Al  Qaeda cell,  the  likes  of  which Agent  Abigail
imagines dot the suburbs of the United States. The agent who takes her report tells her to hang tight while they
look for the getaway car, and Danica ends the call feeling better about herself than when she dialed the numbers.

But she doesn’t tell her superiors at DHS about Todd Moody, not yet. Instead she calls Marcus Hooper,
an old friend of her brother with more ears to the ground than anyone else she’s met in the game. “I want to
know about Todd Moody,” she tells him, and after some light blackmail, he agrees to ask around. Something
about Moody made Danica’s skin prickle, and she wants to know who he works for. 



Someone is knocking at the door. That’s enough to get Sindy sitting up-right in the hide-a-bed, wide awake from
REM. Isana, snoring atop the covers next to her, snaps awake too when Sindy locks her BFF’s shoulder in her
best kung fu action grip. “Relax,” Isana says with a yawn. “Time to go?”

The young beauty Sindy first mistook for a waitress last night, Betsy, sticks her head through the door.
“Your ride is here. He’s driving the damn Winnebago again.”

“Jesus Christus. Because zat zing doesn’t stick out. Is he trying to get us caught?”
Isana smokes her first cigarette of the morning while she and Sindy get dressed. Not usually a smoker,

Sindy bums a few drags so the nicotine will help her concentrate. The back office where she slept is more of a
studio apartment, and Sindy wonders how often members of ERIS crash here on their way to... what? From
listening to AJ, Isana and Betsy last night, it sounds like a network of ERIS agents operates across the country,
slipping across the borders as they please. The whole thing sounds sort of terroristy to a Millennial like Sindy,
but Isana swears up and down ERIS doesn’t blow things up or kidnap people—well, unless it’s for their own
good, temporarily.

According to Isana, AJ owns this truck stop, the couple hundred surrounding acres, and countless other
parcels of land across the States. So is this an ERIS safe house? It sounds like AJ is loaded, and part of the video
makes her think he got that way violating international banking laws. If so, Sindy doesn’t feel guilty for taking
some Yoplait and Minute Maid OJ from his mini-fridge. Does it count as stealing if someone is holding you
captive? The thought keeps coming back at her in different forms. And she keeps wanting to check her phone,
dammit. How’s she supposed to wake up properly without checking her Facebook?

Once  they’re  both  dressed,  Sindy  follows  Isana  to  the  parking  lot,  silent  and  submissive  as  the
chronically abused wife of an alcoholic religious fanatic. There’s plenty she wants to say to Isana, but she can’t
find the words. How do you ask your best friend if she’s kidnapping you? She wants to trust Isana, but part of
her brain keeps screaming this is how Lifetime shows about missing white girls begin. What did AJ say about
brainwashing? All the same, Sindy still trusts her best friend. She and Isana have been nigh inseparable since the
night “Emily” started at the club.  Thinking back on it, Bigs was there in the audience that night, and he was a
regular on the weekends before then. If Isana’s telling the truth, she must have been watching him all that time.
But Bigs didn’t start buying dances from Sindy until maybe six months ago, so unless Isana’s psychic on top of
being  a  secret  agent…  well,  that  line  of  thought’s  just  plain  crazy  and  probably  more  evidence  that  the
brainwashing is setting in.

For  Sindy,  meeting  Isana  was  like  meeting her  platonic  soulmate,  their  connection karmic,  instant,
sisters-from-other-misters. Sometimes, especially when she’s stoned and reading about Jung or one of the Asian
religions, Sindy almost believes in the literal collective-unconscious, or reincarnation, something that explains
connections with other people that go beyond the mundane. Maybe it’s crazy, but she was always half-sure in
that spiritual-but-not-religious sort of way that she met Isana for a reason. 

Beyond that,  Isana was there for  her  eight  months ago when Sindy broke up with her  last  serious
boyfriend and became an unbearable, sniveling mess, and that was before Bigs paid Sindy any special attention.
Sindy was the first one Isana called when she thought she found a lump. They’ve gotten shitfaced together on
Christmas Eve, New Year’s (Eve and Day), Memorial Day, Fourth of July and the occasional random weekend;
they’ve slept on each others’ couches; they’ve gotten lost in the Central District after 3AM together. There were
plenty of opportunities in the past year for Isana to steal Sindy’s organs for the black market, or sell her into
white slavery, or make off with everything valuable in her apartment, and she never has.

Then again, Isana never gave Sindy any indication she was German. Or a maybe-terrorist. But does that
trump all  the good Isana’s done by her? Besides,  did she  want  to know? Before any of this concerned her,
ignorance was probably the safer alternative, and Sindy has the wits to figure that out on her own. Maybe after
she gets a decent night of sleep she’ll have the energy to be pissed at Isana for all this, but for now all she can do
is trust her best friend and hope she won’t wind up naked in a ditch somewhere along the freeway.

Across the parking lot, Betsy and AJ are chatting with the driver of a Winnebago. The morning sun
gleams off  the  scratches  in  the  motorhome’s  blue-grey paint.  Isana waves  to the  man in the  driver’s  seat.



“Manuel, how goes it?” Sindy gives Isana a look that Isana misses.
“Uphill and backwards.” The newcomer steps out of his rig to greet them. Manuel is short, maybe five

seven, with curly black hair peeking out from under a wide-brim cowboy hat, and a meticulously groomed
goatee rings his smile. Though a moreno Latino, Manuel doesn’t set off Sindy’s White Guilt™ the way AJ and
Betsy did, probably because she’s so used to Latino men they’re practically “white” to her, an attitude she tells
herself is very progressive. Though she’d prefer he wasn’t so handsome in that rugged, build you a fire on a cold
winter night out of firewood he chopped himself sort of way. 

Sindy steps aside so Isana can wrap Manuel in a bear hug. “Leave it to you to bring a date, or is she a
present for Ruth?”

“Nein, as if you didn’t knov. Sindy, zis is Manuel.” Manuel stares at Isana a moment, then looks to
Betsy, and a smile traces across his lips.

“Hello, Sindy. Manuel Laboros, at your service.” He sweeps off his weathered cowboy hat so Sindy can
see the curly black hair beneath, takes her hand and plants a kiss on her knuckles. His goatee tickles her skin, but
she’s too charmed to stop him all the same. This could be another problem. “Did you watch the recruitment
video yet? Are you following the Rules?”

“Um.” Sindy looks to Isana. “Rules?”
“We were in a hurry. I didn’t have a copy to give her.”
“Oh. Here,” says AJ. He pulls a little yellow book from his pocket and hands it to Sindy. The pages are

lightweight offset paper like that used in bibles. Sindy flips to a random page and reads:

Confusus say, He who speaks truth should not lie 
with apology. Fuck ‘em if they don’t like to hear it.

“Here,” Isana says and grabs the book from her, “you’re in ze aphorisms.” She turns to the last page and
hands the book back. Sindy reads:

Rule #1 – You are incapable of learning the 
truth on your own. Never question this fact.

“I take it this is more of the brainwashing.” Everyone smiles at her like they’re in on some private joke.
“So I guess you two are off on the big one,” Manuel says to AJ and Betsy. 
“After one more stop.” Betsy’s eyes wander to Sindy for a brief instant. “Sorry to cut your vacation

short.”
AJ offers Manuel a hand in parting. “Try to figure out why the hell they want her. If they really did find

the  Ark  and  let  loose  the  W'Moud,  things  will  get  hairy.  Sindy?”  Though  a  completely  different  kind  of
handsome than Manuel, the sight of AJ in his tailored suit and smart shoes makes Sindy melt a little too. Out
here with the morning sun splashing his shadow against the concrete, he looks so tall and earthy, with a face
that reads fit to judge the world and shoulders thick enough to bear it a while. She wonders if this is a symptom
of Stockholm’s Syndrome, and the sensation fades; then he’s back to being the man who may have kidnapped
her last night. “Remember Rule #2. Welcome to the Party.”

Sindy looks up the next Rule once she’s seated in the Winnebago. It’s this:

Rule #2 – ERIS is the only organization on 
Earth that knows the truth and will share it 

with you. Never question this fact, either.

Yeah, definitely more brainwashing. She puts the book aside for now.
No matter the Winnebago’s street charm, the interior has seen plenty of love and craftiness. A stereo

worthy of a recording studio and a CB with a thousand buttons now reside where an AM radio and 8-track
probably came standard. The bucket seats are all custom, with cupholders in the armrests and speakers in the
headrests. Parts of the windshield operate as a touchscreen, and Sindy notes a GPS map, a weather app and
other buttons floating on the glass over Manuel’s shoulder as he drives. Isana sits with Sindy in the back by the
heavy square windows. Sindy notices a number of dead flies and bees trapped between her window and screen
and guesses Manuel hasn’t aired out the back sections in a while. She opens the window on her side and presses



her face against the dusty screen, staring at the side of the road where the pavement stops and the nature they’re
speeding past resumes, feeling the miles the way she did when she was a gradeschooler riding in the back seat
of her parent’s car during summer roadtrips.

The signs on the roadside tell Sindy they’re not far from Wenatchee, which means they must have been
heading east along I-90 for most of the trip to the truck stop. Now they’re heading east along Washington
Highway 2. Sindy can tell the state from the shape of Washington’s—or is Weishaupt’s?—profile on the road
signs. After the first quiet mile, Manuel pops in a George Thorogood greatest hits CD, Isana goes to playing on
her phone, and Sindy pokes her nose back into the little yellow book, trying to decipher its purpose.

Scattered in random order across the book are chapters from The Book of Bob the Frycook, apparently a
religious document for ERIS members. The earliest chapter Sindy can find is the second, and she has no idea if
she’s getting the full text or not. It reads:

1. When Bob was five years old there was a barbeque at the
house of his uncle, 2. And though the family had assembled to
feast on meat of beast and potato salad and greens, they were
sore disappointed.

3. For the lighter fluid had leaked from the can, 4.
And the charcoal would not light, though Bob's uncles and father
cursed it, saying, “Take thy lighter fluid within thy excretory 
tract, ye son of a bitch!” 5. And there would be no light, 
despite their bitter remonstrations.

6. Lo, did Bob hear of their troubles, and he said 
unto his assembled cousins, who were gathered before him, 7. 
“Bring unto me the spare light bulbs above the washer-dryer, and
the jumper cables from yonder Ford Pinto, and three strips of 
Reynolds wrap, 8. And deliver unto us thy EZ-Bake Oven, so I 
might prepare for ye thy daily beef.”

9. So though the barbeque had been condemned by the 
elders, it was saved by a babe, 10. And there were EZ-fried 
burgers and hot dogs for all, and buns toasted on a tire rim 
wired to a car battery, 11. And those assembled praised Bob's 
name, saying, 
12. “Surely this is a man who will feed the earth.”

-The Book of Bob the Frycook, Chapter II

So... cult? Is this the same Bob from the video? Sindy wonders if the little yellow book is the video’s
companion volume. The whole book, text and pictures, is printed in black ink, save the sayings of Confusus in
red.  Any  given  page  feel  random,  the  contents  unconnected,  divergent  layouts  clashing,  each  inserted  in
sequence without editorial logic. She spots a few concurrent pages on ERIS and this “Party” that look neat, to the
point, even comparably sane compared to its surroundings. 

After the first couple hours on the road, Manuel starts saying “Which way?” sometimes when they come
up to an exit, and Isana flips a coin. Sometimes that means pulling off the highway just long enough to drive
from on-ramp to on-ramp through some no-name town; other times it means twenty miles of county roads;
sometimes it means passing the exits by and continuing down Highway 2 without the diversion. Sometimes
heads means “Go straight” and others “Turn,” and Sindy’s not sure how Isana and Manuel keep track of what
any particular flip is supposed to signify. After a while she asks, “Is the coin thing really necessary?”

“Ve haf to ensure no one knovs vhere ve’re going.”
“Including us?”
“We’re headed for Montana,” Manuel says. “Then into B.C.” He pulls the Winnebago off their latest

gravel road of choice back onto pavement, and for a few seconds they’re pursued by the sharp pings of gravel
flicking out of the tire treads.

“Shouldn’t we be to Spokane by now?”
“Sure,” Isana says, “if you vant to be easy to track. See ze map on ze vindshield?” Sindy nods. “Manuel,

vould you zoom it out so she can see?”
Once Manuel obliges, Sindy spots different colored dots meandering about the map. Lots of blues, a few

reds, but Isana tells her to watch the orange blips. They move in elliptical patterns, passing over roads and
buildings and waterways. “Planes?”

“Drones,” Isana says, “feeding data back to central computers to mine for patterns. Ze more ze minifan



shovs up in different places instead of going dovn ze interstate mile after mile, ze less connected its appearances
seem, ze less likely ze drones are to notice us.”

“So you’re using a coin to generate a random series of turns? That’s absurd.”
Manuel turns off the CD. “It really is. If you think about it, there’s really nothing random at all about a

coin toss.  The results are all determined by air density, initial inertia, relative velocity, starting and landing
positions and a few trillion other things we’re incapable of measuring with our natural senses. That said, if you
had all the possible data, you could predict the results with perfect accuracy—hell, it’s just math.”

“Not at ze quantum level,” says Isana. “You’re ze one alvays harping on ze uncertainty principle.”
“Even then you’re talking about a limited number of possible outcomes based on the conditions the toss

happens under. Maybe the mathematical solution is a set instead of a single value. Still not random.” Sindy
wonders if Manuel might be a college professor when he’s not fighting the Illuminati.  The way he lectures
reminds her of an old history professor she had freshman year.

“Is it random between equally likely possibilities, zough?”
“Maybe nothing’s ever random, but things look random and disorderly to us because of complexity.

What if it’s all cause-and-effect even if we can’t always see the patterns? Maybe some other factor determines the
chance of any one outcome being chosen as the real outcome.”

“Real? Nov zat is a loaded term.”
Sindy has her mid-term thesis for SOC 443 due in three days. She’s still clinging, if more by faith than

confidence at this point, to the idea this is some kind of surreal nightmare brought on by too many columns of
WA Offenders M 18-25. Or maybe she was at the club, some fucker slipped her a roofie and her brain’s made a
mess of the ride to the hospital. That explains her best friend here in the guardian angel role—but not the Latino
cowboy and the front seat metaphysics. Her brain hurts.

The physics talk goes on for a while, though Sindy notices Manuel mostly pontificates while Isana poses
gotcha questions, forcing Manuel to qualify and specify more and more as he makes his pronouncements. It
feels more like a game the two play than a real debate, and Sindy wonders how long Isana has known Manuel
and what kind of a shady hijinks they’ve partnered on in the past. For a couple minutes she forgets why the
debate began and instead tunes into the muffled news report coming over the radio. The volume is low, and the
local weather means as little to her as the battle between Obama and Romney still weeks from its conclusion, but
when trouble in Seattle comes up she interrupts so Manuel will turn it up.

In a calm, almost upbeat voice, the reporter claims a shooter burst into a gentleman’s club in Seattle last
night, killing four and wounding eight, and is still at large. When the news brief ends, Sindy and Isana share a
look across the Winnebago. Is it a coincidence? God, it’s so hard to know when the doubts are coming from the
sane part of her brain and when they emanate from the part scared to death and running on adrenaline. But no,
someone just shot girls she’s worked with for almost four years. The reporter said one of the bouncers was dead
too, and Sindy imagines Emilio with his jade earring, who would walk her to her car after shifts, slumped dead
over the podium at the front door. 

It  was supposed to be me.  Sindy allows herself the thought, lets in the feelings attached to it, for a
moment. She’s not sure when Isana snuggled into the seat next to her or grabbed her hand, but she gives Isana’s
hand a squeeze, thankful in ways she can’t put into words. It was supposed to be her, too, Sindy realizes. Or is
she  just  being paranoid?  Maybe she’s  connecting random events  in  support  of  Isana’s  story  because  she’s
desperate to believe she has some grasp on what’s happening. Maybe—all she has is maybes, dammit. Still
holding onto Isana, she asks Manuel, “What about the times when order is the illusion?”

“That happens too.” Manuel gives Sindy a long look in the rearview mirror. Once his eyes are back on
the road he adds,  “Perceptions of order and disorder may be competing forms of confusion. Primal chaos is
gibberish and we’re all our own interpreters.”

“Hail Eris,” says Isana, and she pats Sindy on the leg.
After that the minivan goes quiet again, and Sindy can’t concentrate on the yellow book anymore. She

leans her head against the window screen and closes her eyes, feeling the faint vibrations from the road against
her cheek and Isana’s pulse against her palm, and somehow she slips off to sleep. While Sindy snoozes, let’s
review the next chunk of that video she watched earlier.





The middle chunk of the video is mostly political cartoons (every wing and in-between) interspersed
with  hardcore  gonzo  pornography,  apparently  edited  by  a  connoisseur  of  interracial,  foot  fetish  and  oil
wrestling porn. Many of the political cartoons seem to come from other countries and are often in languages
incomprehensible to Sindy. Quite frankly, it would take too much time to draw. Besides, the audio track of Nid
and Joey dubbed over the production is wordy, so let’s sum up the important details in prose (with apologies to
Joey Kamikaze).

Sindy  has  fallen  into  association  with/arguably  been  kidnapped  by  the  Earthbound  Region-
Independent Society. ERIS is a “non-national disorganization” that claims autonomy from and equality to any
national government, though not as a collective; each member of ERIS claims his or her own autonomy and
equality. There is only one qualification for membership: a refusal to exercise non-consensual power over others,
which precludes holding any political office, elected or otherwise (because, AJ explains in his first on-screen
appearance, all modern national governments rely on the threat of force to maintain their veneer of authority).
The Society began in 1998 after several parties independently discovered and/or confirmed the existence of a
secretive cabal that ran both major US political parties, owned the better part of private US industries and major
media outlets, and directed the actions of the military-industrial and prison-industrial complexes. Details on
ERIS’  founding—where  the  first  meetings  were,  who  was  there—are  sparse  at  this  point  in  Sindy’s
education/brainwashing.

Child videogame star Nid “The Kid” McDuke appears only in silhouette with his voice distorted like a
whistleblower on 60 Minutes; he explains that the Republicans and Democrats are the latest public identities of
two Illuminati factions that developed through years of intra-Illuminati each-other-fuckery for power, prestige
and wealth. Smaller factions have come and gone, each generally beholden to one of the two major factions. The
whole  mess  is  held  together  by  the  Council  of  Overseers,  a  governing  body  headed  by  the  Overmaster.
According to Nid, this arrangement hasn’t benefited the majority of American citizens and in fact has mostly
cost  them money and gotten  them killed  in  wars  foreign  and domestic  for  Illuminati  interests,  but,  again
according to Nid, so far the American people have mostly been too damn lazy and ignorant to change things.

The bulk of ERIS is made of ex-Americans living in international waters, mostly on the Party. The Party
is a nuclear-powered supercarrier pieced together from the remains of three decommissioned Enterprise-class
aircraft  carriers.  The  aircraft  carriers  and the  labor  necessary  to  combine  them  into  one  supercarrier  were
provided free of charge in 2002 thanks to a rider on the PATRIOT Act; the necessary bribes (“lobbying”) cost
$136,783.92, a few kilos of cocaine and a week of sponsored fun with the employees of Pamela Martin and
Associates*,  a bargain at government prices.  The whole deal was lumped in with the Defense Department’s
black budget and so escaped the notice of both the media and the General Accounting Office. The Party has
since undergone plenty of after-market enhancements and serves as port to other ERISian ships, as well as being
one hell of a great vacation destination.

(*Rumors that Deborah Jeane Palfrey, a.k.a. the DC Madam, was later murdered by Illuminati agents in
connection to this arrangement are untrue. Deborah Jeane Palfrey was murdered by Illuminati agents for an
entirely different reason. Or so claims a citation on the screen during Nid’s explanation.)

ERIS has no official political positions or pet issues. Though they generally dislike the Illuminati, they’re
not in active conflict with them—they just don’t want the Illuminati pushing them around the way the assholes
do everyone  else  in  the  western hemisphere.  That  said,  they’re  not  against  tweaking  the  Illuminati’s  nose
whenever possible because it often means defending their own freedoms. Besides, it’s usually entertaining.

“So there you have the basics on ERIS,” says Nid in his Darth Vader-through-an-oscillating-fan voice.
“Welcome to the Party!™” Nid turns to Joey, who is well illuminated as he sits in an easy chair. “So what are
you going to splice in? It’s not just us sitting here the whole time, right?”

“No, I’m going to splice in nature clips.”
“Nature clips?”
“Yeah. Au naturale.”
“Vake up, Sindy.” Isana shakes Sindy’s shoulder until Sindy sits up and yawns. The sky is dark again;

Sindy guesses she slept the day away and wonders if Isana or Manuel might have drugged her, though she does
her best to fight down that paranoid thought. The Winnebago has settled in a Marriott parking lot. Manuel
already has the key to a suite on the fourth floor. Sindy isn’t sure anymore what state she’s in (mentally or
geographically). She sees plenty of pine trees and most of the license plates in the lot are American, so she
doubts they crossed into Canada while she was out. There are plenty of questions a rational person could be
asking in this situation, but Sindy’s too tired and confused to be rational, so she grabs her duffel bag and follows



Isana and Manuel to the suite without any resistance outside a tired grunt.
“Should we really be stopping?” Sindy says once they’re in the hotel room. The phone book on the

bedside table tells Sindy that she’s in Montana now; the clock radio beside the phone book reads 8:14 PM,
Mountain Time. She wonders again how she managed to sleep all day, not to mention why she still feels so
tired.

“We’ll be safe enough here,” Manuel says. He sets down a couple of suitcases, opens one and pulls out a
jacket. “I’m going to make sure no one followed us. You want to make sure there’s coffee on when I get back?”

Isana throws the deadbolt after Manuel leaves and leads Sindy away from the door by the elbow. “Vell
come on, let’s get some room serfice and sleep. He von’t be back until ze sun is up.”

“You think the kitchen is open this time of night?”
“Zis is anozer of AJ’s properties. Ze kitchen vill be open for us.”
“I don’t have much cash. And the police can probably trace my debit card, right?”
“Ja,” says Isana, and she pulls a golden credit card from her purse. “But ze ERIS card is untraceable.”
Sindy cocks an eyebrow. “How?”
“Ve haf arrangements viz a number of banks zat find ze Party confenient for certain transactions. Ze

banks fear ze Council, but zey are not loyal.”
“Pfft. What’s the difference?”
Sindy only meant it as an offhand comment, but Isana nods. “An excellent and difficult question. I’m

afraid zat’s more AJ and Manuel’s department.”
“Well at least you’re not going to talk my ear off about it. I was beginning to wonder if everyone in ERIS

was a goddamn philosopher.”
Isana laughs. “Fery true. I vasn’t recruited into ERIS on ze merits of my semantic lectures.”
“So why were you recruited?”
“Long story.” For a moment Sindy thinks she’s going to hear it, but Isana shakes her head. “Anozer

time. I’m starfing.”
Soon they tuck in to whatever meal you have after becoming a fugitive in the middle of the previous

night and driving cross-country all day hoping no one pulls you over. Sleeping on the hide-a-bed and in the
Winnebago put crinks in Sindy’s neck and shoulders that she only feels now when she’s stretched out on a
proper bed, and all the stresses of the past 36 hours seem in a rush to descend on her in full force. Luckily, Sindy
is now in a situation where she can do exactly what her life as an American has taught her to do when faced
with any harsh reality: she stuffs her face full of processed sugar and meat byproducts and turns on the TV.

Per usual, nothing is on. Oh, plenty’s on—it’s just nothing most anyone would want to watch. There’s a
few reasons for this. First, the need for cable packages to appeal to as wide an audience as possible has led to so
much niche  specialization that  entire  blocks  of  channels  have  become useless  unless  you dig  the  niche  in
question. Second, television is at its most profitable when a large number of people are watching; the larger the
audience, the more the ad time goes for, so less popular shows are relegated to timeslots when most of society is
at work, asleep or out partying. Third, the federal government imposes strict regulations on what broadcasters
can air—usually not by passing legislation (which would be questionably unconstitutional) but instead by subtly
threatening to do so, a favorite tactic of fascist governments that don’t want to appear outwardly fascist. Isana
downs a few Miller Lites from the minifridge in quick succession and watches Sindy channel surf. Eventually,
Sindy settles on a rerun of last night’s Leno.

When  Sindy  tunes  in,  Jay  Leno,  a  grey-haired  joke-recycler  no  one  under  fifty  finds  amusing,  is
interviewing a skinny black man in his early thirties who calls himself Ronnie the World’s Most Honest Faith
Healer. Ronnie was hit by a bus three years ago and was clinically dead for two and a half minutes. The screen
flashes a Yahoo news story about Ronnie’s brush with death while Leno presses him for details on what he
remembers of his trip to the other side. “God talked to me,” Ronnie tells the cameras. “That’s when I knew what
I had to do. I took a year to study different spiritual traditions, folk remedies, that sort of thing, then I traveled
around the country faith-healing the sick and wounded. I laid hands on them, did chants, performed different
religious rites, psychic surgeries, anything they asked.”

“Wow.” Leno shuffles his cards and looks at the camera. “So, ah, how many people got better?”
“Oh, none of them.”
“Eh?”
“Yeah, didn’t do any good at all. Made absolutely no difference.”
“But didn’t they pay you—?”



“Hell no, taking their money would’ve been dishonest.”
Leno rubs his generous chin. “Uh, so, I’m curious. What exactly did god tell you?”
There’s hesitant laughter from the audience.
“Exactly?” says Ronnie. “He said: ‘It’s just not working out between us. Stop calling me.’”
Gut and brain both pacified for the evening, Sindy turns off the television so she and Isana can go to

sleep. “Good night,” Isana says as she rolls away to face the door. “Vhen Manuel returns tomorrow ve vill knov
if zey folloved us or not and decide vhat to do from zere.”

Sindy sighs. “Isana?”
“Ja?”
“That’s the worst fake accent I’ve ever heard. You sound more French than German. And you slipped

up this morning in the parking lot. So you can cut it out already.”
“Vhat do you mean?”
“Isana.”
“Pfft. Fine. I told Betsy you knew me too well to fall for it.” Isana laughs and rolls back over to face

Sindy. “Though somehow I’m still the one who just lost the bet.”
“God you have a weird sense of humor. So is your name really Isana?”
“Ja.” She smiles. “And I really did grow up in Germany.”
“And the government really tried to murder us last night, didn’t they?”
“Yeah. And they’ll try again if they find us.”
“You’re sure about all this ERIS stuff? Completely, absolutely, one hundred percent sure?”
“I’m positif.”
“I said stop that!” Sindy lobs a pillow at Isana while she chortles.



A steady clak-clank-clau-clank drifts from the back room. Jack can’t see through the hanging lines of beads in
the arch separating the living room from the study, but he assumes Mikey is at his translations again. It’s past
seven and the Florida sunset peeks pink and orange through the venetian blinds on the windows. Jack wishes
Mikey would take the sun’s hint and give it up for the day. Or at least stop hitting the keys so hard.

Maybe twenty minutes have passed since Dan left Jack and Megan in the living room, and not a peep
from anyone since. Jack’s used to the wait. Like the politicians and commanders Jack has spent the past decade
hassling for interviews, the Great Confusus moves at his own pace, especially when you don’t call ahead of time.
But phone conversations with Confusus always go sideways, somehow; Jack’s last long distance pow-wow with
the sage left him a subscriber to Cat Fancy magazine and owner of six cases of lukewarm off-brand ice cream
sandwiches, and to this day he’s unsure how it happened. Better just to drop in and wait on Confusus’ tacky
purple and gold-tasseled Arab sofas. Besides, if this “PRISM” a couple inside sources have mentioned is real, his
cell and email are probably bugged by now.

It was Dan O’Brien who first led Jack to the sage’s door, back when Dan was a self-described head case
who found his way to Confusus like so many drop-outs. Today Dan, now the sage’s chief disciple, answered the
doorbell’s call. Both Sarasota natives, Jack and Dan met four years ago at Bagram Airfield in Afghanistan, when
Dan was still a private in the Army and Jack was waiting on fresh clearance to get back into Iraq for a magazine
piece. They got to talking and quickly bonded over their shared hometown, which neither of them had seen for
years, and they kept in touch while they both hopped between war zones. The more Jack got to know Dan, the
more he felt some kind of karmic connection with the young soldier. Strange synchronicities rose between them
beyond origin. For starters, both chose new careers because of 9/11. 

Back on that fateful day Jack was still a lowly beat reporter with an emphasis on local politics and traffic
who wondered why he bothered with a master’s in journalism. That morning the Herald-Tribune sent him to
cover then-President Bush’s PR visit to Emma E. Booker Elementary. When Andrew Card whispered in Bush’s
ear  that  America  was under attack,  Jack  was standing behind the cameras that  filmed the President’s  stiff
reaction. Suddenly convinced he was living history, he scribbled madly during the President’s remarks in the
library, though in retrospect Bush didn’t say much. No one knew what was going on at the time, not even the
guy in charge—at least that was Jack’s impression. If no one knew what was going on, well, what are reporters
for? It was time for a bold shift  in his career before he burned out on primary backbiting and construction
updates anyway. Free-writing in a spiral notebook as he often did when he felt stuck, Jack wrote  “How many

greats got their breaks writing on/about front lines,” made a list that began with Hemingway, and knew what he had
to do. When the troops took their rifles to Afghanistan, Jack followed with his laptop.

For his part, recent graduate of Sarasota High Dan O’Brien, an unemployed teenage fan of Heinlein and
Team Fortress Classic, joined the Army to “get the motherfuckers” on September 12, 2001. From the ages of 19 to
24, he jumped between Iraq and Afghanistan on different deployments, waited around bored a lot, watched
friends die in sudden and unpredictable ways, pointed his rifle in the direction of hundreds of people who all
looked the same after a while,  listened to interpreters babble at what were hopefully civilians in their alien
tongue. Dan still has trouble with a high pitch buzz in his right ear ever since an IED blew and killed his second-
cousin, walking ten yards behind him during a market patrol. By the time Jack met him, Dan was stuttering and
slept maybe six nonconsecutive hours a week. After Jack did a human interest piece on the troubled Private Dan
O’Brien in 2007, an Army doc diagnosed him with PTSD and sent him home.

At first  Dan bounced between jobs,  girlfriends, apartments and therapists,  unable to readjust to the
civilian adult life that he’d barely lived between his high school graduation and deployment. Back then his
emails to Jack were epic emo vortexes, paeans to misery and discord, until Dan met Confusus and went silent



for months. When next he wrote, Dan claimed he was on the path to peace of mind and asked Jack to visit next
time he came home. Jack took him up on that offer two years ago during his last hop back to the States, and Dan
was eager to lead Jack to his sage and personal savior. Now as then, Confusus keeps his lair in a condo by Siesta
Beach, but the Dan who let Jack in today is not the man Jack met in Afghanistan, nor even the Dan he visited in
2010.  Today’s Dan is  a  grinning steel-eyed six-foot-six  ginger with excellent posture who runs a non-profit
teaching meditation and stress relief to the emotionally wounded, the star pupil and apprentice of the Great
Confusus.

While  Jack  reminisces,  Megan  circles  Confusus’  living  room,  examining  pictures,  flipping  through
magazines from the silvery stone bookcase, peeking at the price tags Confusus tends to leave on everything. She
occasionally wrinkles her nose in bewilderment or shakes her head, which sends her ringlets of Coke-can-red
hair bouncing. Later Jack will have to ask her what the Great Confusus reads on the john. All Jack has seen the
old man read besides foreign texts are back-issues of  Soap Digest. Dusty stacks of magazines slouch on the
coffee  table,  atop  the  nearest  a  TV  Guide  that  proclaims  “WHOA!  An Interview With  NBC Breakout  Hit
Blossom’s Joey Lawrence!” None of the puzzles in the Sudoku book on the coffee table have been solved, though
someone has been scribbling obscene poetry in the margins.

The sanded white double doors to the sanctum (spare bedroom) open; Jack thinks he hears a gong,
though that seems crazy. The Great Confusus is maybe five feet tall, his skin leathery, his head bald and bumpy
as a schoolroom globe. His face is pinched yet kind, his eyebrows as thick as his epic mustache and the same
snowy white. Word is Confusus immigrated to America in the nineties and has family in Singapore. Today the
sage is wearing an orange bath robe and fuzzy green slippers. “I had feeling you would be at my door soon,”
Confusus says and waves them into his sanctum, “but I hoped it wouldn’t be so close to the Survivor premiere.” 

“You knew we were coming?” Jack says.
“Yes, Mr. Abdul Muhammad Smith, Jack for short and professional, I knew you were coming. Who do

you think you’re dealing with, the government?”
Megan inserts herself at Jack’s side and offers Confusus a hand to shake. The sage gives her five, and

Megan smirks. “Megan Livingstone,” she says. “What do you mean you had a feeling we’d be here? Did you
have a vision or something?”

“No. Email. Come. Sit.”
Before Jack can take a step into the sanctum, Megan grabs his elbow and gives him the look. That’s how

she lets him know his rope is getting taut. Slim and fit, dressed in acid-washed cut-offs and a tank-top, Megan
might pass locally as an off-duty Pilates instructor if you didn’t know her. Jack did what he could to prepare
Megan for the sage’s quirks; said quirks are worth tolerating if Jack’s hunch pays off. Confusus knows things,
oftentimes before any of Jack’s other sources, and not just the big stuff the public learns later. But Megan’s
patience has always been her dump stat, which is why she’s packing around a gun instead of a briefcase for a
living. “Trust me,” he says, and he follows the sage.

The first thing any virgin visitor to Confusus notices is the gargantuan Aquaman rug that takes up most
of the sanctum floor. Megan then notices an Aquaman mug, lamp, penknife and Pez dispenser dispersed about
the office and immediately labels Confusus an Aquaman fan. For the record, the Great Confusus is not a fan of
Aquaman, nor comic books in general, nor has he (as far as he knows) given anyone reason to believe otherwise.
He accepted the rug (quite graciously, he thought) as a replacement when an acquaintance spilled sacramental
wine on a $35,000 bearskin rug. After that, random people gave him Aquaman paraphernalia as gifts—and
wondering if the Universe was giving him a hint,  he took to the habit  of stashing all  his Aquaman-related
blessings  in  a  hidden  safe  on  the  off  chance  they’ll  be  useful  someday.  The  mystery  of  the  Aquaman
synchronicities occupies much of his time during meditation, plaguing the sage like a familiar koan uttered in a
foreign tongue.

Couches and loveseats of various shapes, sizes, patterns and fabrics line the sanctum walls. Beneath the
window squats an antique oak desk mated to a chick-yellow executive chair that stares down the rest of the
room. Confusus takes the chair. “LOKI, remind Dan to TIVO the Survivor premiere in case this goes long.”

Ding. “I am reminding Dan to DVR the Survivor premiere,” says the yellow executive chair. The chair’s
voice is feminine, professional, bitchy. 

“TIVO, DEVO, VDR, whatever, just do it, we already had this conversation.”
Ding.
The Great Confusus kicks up his shaggy slippers on his desk and leans back in his yellow executive

chair, turns on the massage and heat features. Is it Jack’s imagination, or does the chair groan? “Last Dan told



me, you two were following Marines around Iraq looking for a Pulitzer. What brings you back from your holy
land?”

Jack licks his lips. For some reason he feels like he’s pitching the story of his career, though Confusus
doesn’t publish the quality of rag Jack will stoop to write for. But in Jack’s gut he knows Confusus can help him
on this one. Confusus may well be the only person who isn’t also a total kook who will help him on this one.
“Everyone knows they never found any weapons of mass destruction. Iraq had nothing to do with 9/11. So the
question for years now has been, what is the US doing in Iraq? I think I’ve found the answer.”

Confusus sighs. “Ah. Just a moment.” The sage opens a mini-fridge beneath his desk and takes out a
bottle of Yoo-Hoo. “For as Bob found solace in the sweetness of thy chocolate milk, though sour was the news
the hour brought him, so you remind me to keep up my dopamine level, oh goddess.  Would you like some?”
Once Megan puzzles out that Confusus is offering her a bottle of Yoohoo, she accepts with a gracious nod; Jack
declines with a wave of his hand. “Okay, why did the US invade Iraq?” Confusus says once he settles back in his
chair. 

Coming from the sage, the question sounds like the set-up for a punchline.  Jack silently prays that
Confusus won’t laugh. “Halliburton is digging up Sumerian ruins. They’ve been at it at least a couple years now
that  I  can  document,  maybe  earlier  at  other  sites.”  As  Jack  explains,  Megan pulls  a  folder  of  photos  and
transcripts from her purse and plops it on the desk. “I got talking to some contractors after a shoot-out and they
told me there were trucks coming in from the middle of the desert full of old scrolls and stone tablets. Meg and I
think all the saber-rattling about Iran lately has to do with the dig sites they may be sitting on.”

“A contractor told Dan my kitchen would cost two grand and be done in a week. When four grand and
a month had both passed and all I had were bare floors to show for it, I fired him. I do not care for the word of
contractors. Have you visited any of these alleged ruins, seen the digging with your own eyes?”

“Yeah. I know this guy, Maury, worked for Academi back when they were still called Blackwater. The
Iraqis kicked Blackwater out of the country, but Maury stayed behind to work for Halliburton. He snuck Meg
and I into a new dig site off the Tigris, maybe fifty miles north of Baghdad. It looked like an underground vault
carved out of the bedrock, probably thousands of years old, except someone had been inside maybe ten years
ago, looted the place, then sealed it up with quick-dry concrete and threw some dirt over the top. The local
laborers were still digging it back out before Halliburton brought in the nerds to look things over, which is how
we were able to sneak in. We go through a few passages where the locals have chipped through the concrete and
wind  up  in  this  underground  chamber  maybe  twice  the  size  of  your  living  room,  and  Maury  stops  us.
Remember I said the place had been looted? Well sitting on a pedestal in this chamber is a black box, and when I
say black, I mean black. I shined my flashlight on it and it seemed to eat the light like a black hole. Meg and I
looked all around it and couldn’t find any seam or door to open it, but it gave off this vibe like you could open it
if you knew how. Sitting here now it sounds crazy, but standing down there I could have sworn the damn box
wanted me to open it. You probably think that sounds nuts.”

“I was there, and I think it sounds nuts,” Megan says.
“Show him your earring,” Jack says instead of arguing with her.
Megan pulls out the hoop earring she’s been wearing for weeks. Within the hoop is a triangle touching

the rim at three points, and within the triangle is an eye. The pupil of the eye is a fine golden pentagram. An
indecipherable message is scrawled on the reverse side of the pyramid in some alien script, the bastard child of
ancient Sumerian and Wingdings. “This fit in a groove atop the box. We couldn’t take the whole box, it was too
heavy, so we pried this piece loose hoping someone could tell us what it was. Everyone we go to gives us a
different story. Except the honest ones, who admit they don’t have a clue.”

Confusus takes the emblem, bounces it in his palm. He harrumphs deep in his throat, and his shaggy
eyebrows vibrate. “LOKI! Call Mikey!”

Ding. “You are in a voice chat with Mikey,” says the chair. 
“Mikey! Bring me the sacred writings! LOKI, end call.”
Ding. “Call ended. Your weight is two hundred and fourteen pounds and three ounces.”
“Damn chair!” Confusus throws his weight down on the chair, abuses the armrest, turns in his seat to

scream at the headrest. “Goddammit, Nid, I already turned off the scale feature five fucking times since the last
update. I went to options, set-up, personal fitness tracker settings, I unclicked the goddamn box, I—”

While Confusus curses his technology, his senior disciple, Mikey the Naked Ape, pushes through the
sandalwood doors.  Megan’s mouthful  of chocolate drink product dribbles through her lips,  and she has to
swallow the rest before she spit-takes it. “Oh my god, he’s really a monkey.”



“Ape, hon—”
“I thought you were kidding.”
“I kept telling you I wasn’t. You wouldn’t believe me.”
Unless Confusus is pulling Jack’s leg, Mikey belongs to a near-extinct species of hairless ape that once

roamed some forest in central China. The ape’s sunken blue eyes, snub snout and fat lips lend him a cute, laid
back and friendly vibe. The few stray hairs atop his otherwise bald head look to be the only fur on his body.
Mikey walks on his legs, overlong arms swinging his hands by his knees, and stands maybe three feet tall.
Today he’s dressed in blue and red boy’s size 8 Transformers pajamas. Mikey is a big fan of Michael Bay’s
movies; he can’t make heads or tails of the plots, but he loves the pretty explosions and leg-humping robots.

Mikey sets a weathered tome on Confusus’ desk, then claims a spot near the center of the Aquaman rug,
where he sits staring at Jack and Megan. The book is bound in purple velvet, its pages yellowing paper with thin
cracks running along the margins. Confusus’ tongue traces round his lips as he  flips through the volume. “Ah,”
he says, and turns the book so Jack and Megan can see the pyramid drawn in golden ink on the page. A lone red
eye stares from the heart of the triangle, dilated and unblinking. Below the pyramid stand three more familiar
icons: the six-sided Star of David, the Holy Cross, and the Crescent Moon. Confusus taps his finger on the
pyramid. “Look familiar?”

“I know the All-Seeing Eye is an old symbol,” Jack says. The lines of alien script below the icons catch
his attention. “What does the writing here say? It’s not exactly the same as the earring, but it’s close.”

“Closer than anything all those frauds showed us. Most of the letters are the same. Could be one is just
an older version of the other, like reading Old English.” Megan gives Confusus a fresh look over, wondering if
she judged him too hastily. “Can you read this?”

“Me? No.” Confusus pulls at his beard. “Mikey, fetch me the translations for this page.” He harrumphs
while the ape waddles off on his chore. “The sacred writings were written in an ancient and extremely complex
cipher few can decode, and the old translations were lost in a tragic photocopier accident,” he tells Megan. Jack
nods along; he’s heard this explanation already. “Mikey graciously volunteered to create a new translation for
me, though it is an arduous undertaking of many years.”

“He volunteered?” Megan cocks an eyebrow.
Before Confusus can explain (assuming he would) Mikey returns with a yellow legal pad scrawled from

top to bottom and edge to edge with something between cursive script, theoretical math and impressionist art.
The ape flips  to  a middle-section page and points  at  various scrawls  while  Confusus grunts  his  supposed
understanding. When Mikey takes his own look at Megan’s earring, he claps his hands and chirps at Confusus,
then flips through some earlier pages and pats at his head. “Something clicked for him when he saw this seal,
and now he is anxious to go back to work while the idea is fresh,” Confusus says. “The script on the seal seems
to describe a ritual to open your box, but Mikey needs time to work it out.”

Deep in his core, Jack’s always clung to a belief in the literal truth of biblical miracles, the existence of an
overlapping spirit world approachable via pagan magicks. Down in the ruins the box seemed to whisper inside
Jack’s head, it wanted, it suggested. True, Megan was there as well and she thinks he’s full of shit, but she has a
different outlook, pays attention to details Jack misses. The reverse is also true, and it wouldn’t be the first time
Jack caught something she didn’t. Still, it took two weeks of arguing to get her to come here with him today. It
was all worth it if Confusus and Mikey can decipher the writing on Megan’s earring.

Mikey takes a picture of the relic-turned-fashion-accessory with Confusus’ phone and writes his own
copy of the inscription in his pad. After Mikey hands the earring back Megan holds it up for a fresh look. “What
do you mean when you call this a seal?”

“Like a key, or a lock. Both.”
“To what, the black box?”
“Who knows? Mikey will translate the inscription, give him time. You’re right, Miss Livingstone, the

writing on this seal is much older than anything in my books.” Mikey laughs and gestures to Confusus. “He
says thank you for bringing him something challenging to do. I think he is bored with how easy the ancient
ciphers are for him anymore.”

Jack clears his throat. Time to put it on the table. “You’re a holy man, Confusus. You believe, right?
Regardless  of  what  you  believe,  you  believe  something.  You  believe  in  possibilities,  you  believe  people
thousands of years ago may have known something we’ve forgotten.” The sage sits and listens, hands folded on
his desk, so Jack bullies on. “What if Halliburton is in Iraq because the people behind the military-industrial
complex  are  looking for  holy  relics  from Mesopotamia? What  if  the damn things actually...  you know,  do



something?”
The yellow chair laughs at him.
“Shut up!” Confusus slams his butt against his seat to quiet the inanimate object’s amusement. “Is that

why you’re here? You think the US government invaded Iraq so the vice president’s company could dig magical
relics out of ancient ruins? The most powerful army in modern history got jammed into a decade-long quagmire
thousands of miles from home so rich old people could go antiquing in Mesopotamia?”

“Well, it sounds kind of crazy when you put it that way,” Jack says.
“That’s what I’ve been fucking saying.” Megan sighs.
“I know. But what if it’s true? We’ve seen the dig sites. They’re definitely pulling stuff out of those ruins,

regardless of the reason.”
“So why not write a story about it?”
“I have. No one reputable will publish it. They say it sounds too crazy.”
“When you are unsure yourself, it is certainly difficult to convince another. And there is much doubt in

you.” Confusus finishes off his Yoo-Hoo. “But you want to believe, don’t you, Jack for short? And you want a
reason to believe. You want to see with your own eyes, as all the holy books claim people did long ago. Maybe
you spent a decade following soldiers around your holy land, but you did not find your god there, did you? To
find him, to find your truth, you must take your own pilgrimage.”

A pilgrimage—that’s exactly what Jack wanted to hear from Confusus. Now he’s getting somewhere.
“Where do I begin this pilgrimage?”

Confusus shrugs. “Fuck if I know. I’ll drop you a line if I figure it out. Maybe the writing on the seal will
give us a clue.” He closes the book and folds his hands on his desk. “Mikey will show you out. Mikey?” The ape
springs back to his feet and offers Jack and Megan each a hand.

“Wait.  That’s  it?”  Megan  bats  away  Mikey’s  hands.  Jack  swallows  and  hopes  she  doesn’t  break
anything. “That’s all you have for us? And why the hell is the monkey wearing pajamas?”

“So he won’t shit on the floor,” Confusus says. “And Mikey is an ape, like yourself. Monkeys have tails.
Be excellent, Jack for short and Miss Livingstone.”

They say a quick farewell to Dan at the door and walk back to their Subaru Forester, parked outside.
“Well that wasn’t a total cunt-fisting,” Megan says. Nodding his relief the visit went as well as it did, Jack puts
the Forester in gear. The vehicle is in Megan’s name, but Jack is their designated driver in the States because
Megan has a habit of hitting other cars on purpose during mid-level road rage. Truth is, her American license
was suspended four years ago, but that hasn’t stopped her from driving overseas.

“I don’t know. Confusus kind of works in strange ways.”
“Like your god?”
His god. Jack smiles. Though an Israeli citizen by birth and Jewish by ancient maternal descent, Megan

holds no truck with Yahweh and finds Jack’s faith baffling. But Jack believes, has since he was young. And
Confusus is right—this is his journey. Before the visit he was feeling paranoid about being back in the States, but
the holy spirit is on him now, and Jack knows god is on their side, whether Megan believes it or not.

“Whatever we find,  it  could mean a multi-million dollar  book deal.  This is  a  story with cross-over
potential,” Jack says. “We could be on The Daily Show.”

Before Confusus can get to his DVRed Survivor premiere, he has a missed call to return. “LOKI, call Andrew
Jackson.”

Ding. “You are in a voice chat with AJ.”
The low rumble of the road comes over the line, and Confusus recalls AJ and Betsy were supposed to

have something big coming up. Lighting a fresh fire under the Scientologists, if he had his guess. That bundle of
bad karma has been a long time looping round the track. When AJ fills Confusus in on developments out of
Seattle, all the sage can do is laugh. “Of course the W’Moud is loose. I know where Saddam buried his cage,
too.” As Confusus explains about Jack and Megan’s discovery in Iraq, he comes to a decision mid-conversation.
“The Universe just provided the perfect fool for this errand. Let the others know I have this one.”

“Sure you do.” AJ’s tone denotes a lack of confidence, but Confusus lets it slide. The politics of ERIS



hold no attraction to Confusus, but AJ’s growing presumptions of authority worry him, and he recognizes what
influence  AJ and his protege wield on the Party.  Sometimes AJ  reminds Confusus of the Beast,  as he was
decades ago, a sweet and sour set of memories.

Later, after Confusus watches his Survivor premiere, he sits on the Aquaman rug and meditates on the
synchronicities of the day, the temptations humanity must face, why he keeps going back to reality TV when it
saps more of his soul every season, the Aquaman paradox and how it all ties into Jack for short and the warrior
princess with the foul mouth.


